Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 28 June 2019

WEATHER: Showers TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr C Kerr, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr J Brookes

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 POLO PETE (31.2kgs), Race 3 SKYLAB (29.9kgs), Race 5 DOUBLE TALKIN' (29.5kgs), Race 10 KINGSBRAE PETER (32.0kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 3 EIGER MONELLI (27/6), Race 7 KISS ME LINDA (28/6)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 5 & 6 BROOKSY MONELLI (28/6), Race 7 FAB PHILIPPE (28/6)
Transferred: Race 4 RECO TONIC (28/6)
Satisfactory Trials: R71 - Race 2 ELEGANT CRISP x 1 Solo
Samples Taken: Race 1 HARPER'S HAND, Race 7 GARBRANDT

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:57 PM
(302M): HARPER'S HAND began quickly. STAN'S GIRL began slowly. WHAT'S UP MAC & POLO PETE collided soon after the start. ANGELO KEEPING galloped on the heels of DAISY EYES on the first turn, ANGELO KEEPING lost ground and collided with STAN'S GIRL. WHAT'S UP MAC & STAN'S GIRL collided on the first turn and approaching the home turn. STAN'S GIRL galloped on the heels of WHAT'S UP MAC on the home turn, STAN'S GIRL stumbled, fell and collided with ANGELO KEEPING, both lost ground.

STAN'S GIRL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 2 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 7:22 PM
(405M): LEILANI'S LAD & MAGIC MAMBA began quickly. PYJAMAS began slowly. LEILANI'S LAD checked off the heels of MAGIC MAMBA soon after the start. DOUBLE CRACKER & ELEGANT CRISP collided soon after the start. LEILANI'S LAD & PROPER CHARLIE collided on the first turn. ELEGANT CRISP & TALKING TOMMY collided on the first turn. ELEGANT CRISP, PYJAMAS & TALKING TOMMY collided on the first turn, ELEGANT CRISP stumbled, fell, failed to finish and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. PROPER CHARLIE raced wide on the home turn.

ELEGANT CRISP was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
PYJAMAS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Grade 4/Provincial/405 - Grade 4 - 7:41 PM
(405M): WHAT A HOOT & ATLANTIC LI began quickly. BAGO COOPS & GO GETTEM KRACKA began slowly. TORO TONIC & WHAT A HOOT collided soon after the start, TORO TONIC lost ground. SKYLAB & BROOKSY MONELLI collided soon after the start and on the first turn. SKYLAB & JETTA JAM collided on the first turn. JETTA JAM & BAGO COOPS collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC & BAGO COOPS collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC & BAGO COOPS collided on the first turn. TORO TONIC raced wide on the home turn.

Race 4 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 7:57 PM
(405M): SWEET AS FATE & MAUDE MONELLI began quickly. HELLO HARRY began slowly. PERFECT ZUMA & JACKPOT JUNE collided soon after the start. FERNANDO STEALTH & MAUDE MONELLI collided on the first turn. NO ADDED SUGAR & FERNANDO STEALTH collided on the first turn, both lost ground. NO ADDED SUGAR & JACKPOT JUNE collided approaching the home turn. PERFECT ZUMA, JACKPOT JUNE & HELLO HARRY raced wide on the home turn. NO ADDED SUGAR shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 5 - Mixed 3/4/Provincial/405 - Mixed 3/4 - 8:24 PM
Race 6 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 8:44 PM

(490M): BLACK BOMBSHELL & NEW ECHO began quickly. SUNSET OCTAVIA & ROCKSTAR ROMEO collided soon after the start. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of STARTER UP soon after the start. DEBERTI & VENUS AND MARS collided on the first turn. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of DEBERTI on the first turn. STARTER UP, DEBERTI, VENUS AND MARS & SPITTING VENOM collided on the second turn, DEBERTI & SPITTING VENOM lost ground. VENUS AND MARS hit the inside running rail approaching the home turn. STARTER UP checked off the heels of VENUS AND MARS on the home turn. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of DEBERTI on the home turn.

Race 7 - "the Sandgroper" (Final)/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:59 PM

(490M): NIOBIUM began quickly. VENUS AND MARS & WESTDALE ARES collided soon after the start. DEBERTI & VENUS AND MARS collided on the first turn. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of DEBERTI on the first turn. STARTER UP, DEBERTI, VENUS AND MARS & SPITTING VENOM collided on the second turn, DEBERTI & SPITTING VENOM lost ground. VENUS AND MARS hit the inside running rail approaching the home turn. STARTER UP checked off the heels of VENUS AND MARS on the home turn. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of DEBERTI on the home turn.

Race 8 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/405 - Free For All (s) - 9:17 PM

(405M): FANTASTIC ZIP began slowly. CRAFTY RAMA & IT’S THE HORSE collided soon after the start, CRAFTY RAMA stumbled and lost ground. TATTOOED WARRIOR & IT’S THE HORSE collided on the first turn. ALDRICH & ALFA TONIC collided on the first turn. TATTOOED WARRIOR & FANTASTIC ZIP collided approaching the home turn. TATTOOED WARRIOR checked off the heels of FANTASTIC ZIP in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:32 PM

(490M): RUNNING ON GAS, FAB PHILIPPE & POWERED BY GAS began quickly. SUNSET ECHO & ROXY’S DOUBLE collided soon after the start, ROXY’S DOUBLE lost ground. POWERED BY GAS & SUNSET ECHO collided on the first turn, POWERED BY GAS lost ground. ROXY’S DOUBLE checked off the heels of BOOMERING on the first turn. FAB PHILIPPE, POWERED BY GAS & BOOMERING collided on the second turn, FAB PHILIPPE & SUNSET ECHO collided on the second turn. SUNSET ECHO & ROXY’S DOUBLE collided approaching the home turn. BOOMERING checked off the heels of AEROPLANE BARNEY on the home turn. RUNNING ON GAS & WHITE GRIT collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FAB PHILIPPE had a left and right hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:47 PM

(405M): DAVID YELLOW & JEZEBEL PARKER began quickly. MARBLES MONELLI & KINGSBRAE PETER began slowly. DAVID YELLOW & JEZEBEL PARKER collided soon after the start. BLACK LIGHT & KINGSBRAE PETER collided on the first turn. SOUTH ALABAMA checked off the heels of BLACK LIGHT approaching the home turn. MARBLES MONELLI checked off the heels of SOUTH ALABAMA on the home turn. MARBLES MONELLI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

MARBLES MONELLI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

FINAL.